
JADE STEWART SOFTWARE ENGINEER
 jadekstewart3@gmail.com  (303)913-6886  jadestewart-software-engineer/  jadekstewart3   Golden, Co.  

SUMMARY
Passionately leveraging technology to improve lives. Excels in soft skills and thrives in collaborative environments, with a demonstrated knack for
leadership. Hungry for continuous learning and eager to contribute to meaningful projects.

SKILLS
Languages: Ruby, GraphQL
Frameworks: Ruby on Rails
Databases: PostgreSQL
Testing: RSpec
Methodologies: Agile, MVC, REST, TDD, OOP
Tools: Git, Heroku, Render, CI, Sidekiq

PROJECTS
HelpList

A full-stack application designed to provide victims of domestic violence with a platform to create lists of essential items they need,
anonymously, using: Ruby-on-Rails, PostgreSQL, BootStrap, CircleCI & Heroku
Personal contributions: Frontend styling, Backend architect 

Inner Worlds
-A full-stack application designed to provide users a novel way to journal and keep track of their dreams, using: Ruby-on-Rails, PostgreSQL,
GraphQL & React
Personal contributions: Backend architect

SweaterWeather
API only application aggregating data from multiple external API's to give users weather information upon arrival to their destination using:
Ruby-on-Rails, PostgreSQL
Solo project, 40 hours
Personal contributions: Backend architect

EXPERIENCE
RubyForGood · Open Source Developer · Ongoing
Ongoing contributor to the open source HumanEssentials application for Ruby For Good 

Example pull-request: https://github.com/rubyforgood/human-essentials/pull/3605
Tech Stack: Rails, Postgres

828 Venue Management · Event Manager · Sept. 2021  to Sept. 2022  · Denver Co.
Ensure successful events by being an expert in venue services, operations, and contract terms.
Venue liaison on event days, works with clients and guests to address questions or concerns in a timely fashion.
Source and purchase inventory product from local retailers based on event needs and current inventory.

Atomic Provisions · Server/Bartender · July 2018  to Oct. 2021  · Denver Co.
Adhere to food safety guidelines and regulations.
Provide excellent customer service to all customers.
Handle multiple tasks e�ciently, often in high stress situations.

Vitalant · Assistant Donor Care Supervisor · Feb. 2014  to Apr. 2018  · Denver Co.
Serve as operational supervisor across all Denver Metro locations.
Ensure collection events function in compliance with all regulatory standards.
Identi�es, resolves and reports problems/ issues.

EDUCATION
Nov. 2022  to June 2023 

 
Turing School of Software & Design
Backend Engineering
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